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Padasalai.Net’s Special – Centum Coaching Team 

Question Paper 2017-2018 
ENGLISH I PAPER 

MARKS : 100        TIME : 21/2 hrs 

SECTION –I ( VOCABULARY : 20 MARKS ) 

I.1. Choose the appropriate synonym of the underlined words.                                                       5x1= 5 

         On hearing the news that suvi delivered a female baby, Mayu squealed (i) with delight the next day 

on seeing the little boy with curly hairs ,she crooned (ii) a lullaby .she dreamed it a great privilege (iii) to 

give the first drop of sweet milk to the baby .when she saw the little baby smile her heart soared (iv) in 

pure joy .she said It is fascinating (v) that the little girl recognised me and smiled too. 

i.  a) screamed      b) cried     c) laughed      d) whispered  

ii..   a) quarrelled      b) shot                c) sang                d) read  

iii.  a) special light      b) prudence      c) legislation     d) penalty 

iv.  a) sank     b) floated       c) prospered                  d) rose   

v.  a)dull     b) exacting       c) cumber      d) interesting  

2..Choose the appropriate antonyms of the underlined words.                                                          5x1= 5 

             Kancheepuram is famous (i) for its temple and silk weaving centres .It is amazing (ii) to learn that 

one Sivalinga is believed to be buried inside Kanchi soil at each step. The Pallava king1s reverence (iii) to 

gods and goddesses and their patronage (iv) of temple art can`t be under valued (v) 

i.  a) popular        b) infamous      c) widely   d) surprising  

ii.  a) appalling         b) unique       c) interesting                 d) surprising 

iii.  a) respect       b) loyalty        c) disloyalty                  d) irreverence 

iv. a) discouragement      b) dissuasion                     c) support                      d) denial   

v.  a) over valued     b)respected                        c) ill-treated                  d) no value  

PART –II 

II. Answer any ten of the following questions.                                                                         10x1= 10 

3. The  common expansion  of FIR  is  ______ 

a) First Information Record               b) Fire Information Record  

b) First Information Report               d) Fire Information Report  

4. Choose the sentence that is correct in its meaning.  

a) In the middle ages  knights  fought for justice. 

b) In the middle ages  nights  fought for justice. 

5.  Replace with its equivalent American English word.  

        We bought an AC on  instalment basis  

6. Which of the words given below can be placed  after the word ‘milk’ to form a compound word  

a) Side  b) Stone     c) well          d) out 

7.What is the plural form of the word ‘Ultimatum’     

a) Ultimatums  b) ultimata   c)  ultimate 

8. Attach a suffix to the word ‘transcript’ 

      The full transcript ____of the interview is attached  

a) ion    b) ness    c) ity  d) ism  

9.Replace the underlined word in the sentence with one of the phrasal verbs given below  

    One lakh fans went to attends the first show of Mersal.  

a) turned away    b) turned out    c) turned in     d) turned own 

10.Separate the syllable of any one of the following words  

a)fantastic       b) regime   c) cuckoos   

11.Choose the appropriate word to make a meaningful sentence 

  Student life is__________________ a life 
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 a) sheltered         b) free   

12.Construct a sentence using one of the words given below  

a) Thick    b) Thickly    c) Thickness    

13.Reframe the sentence using the underlined word as a verb. 

The case is under the investigation of the  CBI 

 

14. Which of the two sentences given below conveys the following meaning. 

 Some are born rich  

a) Everyone is born rich                          b) not everyone person is born rich  

SECTION -  II ( GRAMMAR : 25 MARKS ) 

III. Answer the following questions                                                                                             10x1= 10 

15. Which of the option will suit the following sentence 

Unless I am unlucky , ______________ 

a) I will get the job  b) I would not get the job        c) I won`t get the job 

16. Identify the pattern of the following sentence. 

       Every day in the class Sugan is active  

a) ACSVC  b) AASVC         c) AASVO  

17. Choose the correct question tag for the following statement. 

        There is no place like house, ________________ ? 

a) Isn`t it   b) is there           c) is it  

18. Complete the sentence. 

        K2 is ____ peak in India  

        a)  one of the highest  b) the highest           c) the high  

19. Choose which conveys same meaning. 

       Not a passenger was left unhurt in the accident  

       a) only one passenger escaped without in the any  word  b) All passengers were wounded      

       c) only one passenger was wounded  

20. Complete the sentence with correct prepositional phrase. 

       He is paid extra allowance ____________ his salary  

a) Along with   b) in addition to    c)  to supply  

21. Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence. 

       The merchant promised ______ quality things  

        a)  supply    b) supplying    c) to supply   

22. Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence. 

      The apologised ___ on the old man`s toes  

        a) on sleeping   b) for sleeping    c) to sleeping  

23. Choose the appropriate article to complete the sentence. 

      _________ nest looks like a pot  

a) An    b) The    c) A 

24. Choose the appropriate preposition to complete the sentence. 

      Anjana depends ______________ her father for her studies  

a) On    b) in     c) off 

IV. Answer all the following. Rewrite as directed.                                                                  5x2= 10 

25.  Combine the two sentences into a single sentence. 

Niranjan is very poor. He cannot affords a car 

26.  Rewrite the sentence us7ing the active voice. 

 The little boy was dressed smartly and sent to the school by the mother 

27.  Rewrite the sentence in Indirect speech. 

 The doctor said, ‘‘How did you mobilise funds  for the operation ?’’ 

28.  Combine the sentence into a single sentence using ‘ if ’ clause. 

        I do not argue with my grand father.  
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        He  lends me his motor bike   

29. Read the following sentences and write an observation in a single sentence using any one of the        

Degrees of comparison. 

Most educated countries in the world  

 a) 44% of Canadians are well educated              b) 38.4% of Americans are well educated      

 c)  37.4% of Japanese are well educated            d) 33.4% Swedish are well educated  

30.Punctuate the following sentence.         5  

          rabindranath tagore received nobel prize for his geethanjali 

SECTION – III ( Prose : 15 Marks ) PART- I 

V. Answer any five of the following.                                                                                         5x2= 10 

31. Who was Alan Trevor ? What makes him good in his person ? 

32. How is music different from astronomy ? 

33.  What are the duties a student should  perform? 

34. Who was Chaya ? What was her problem ? 

35. Mention some domestic chores performed by domestic workers ? 

36. Who are the brave little voyagers ? Why are they called so ? 

37. How did the Chola king consecrated the Brihatheeswarar  temple? 

PART –II 

Answer in any one of the paragraph question.                                                                       1x5= 5 

38.      a) How did Hughie treat the  model who posed for Trevor?                          (or) 

           b) Describe in your own words the daily routine Chaya and her family ?      (or) 

           c) ‘Give a brief account of bird migration’ ? 

SECTION – IV ( Poem : 20 Marks ) 

VI. 39. Quote the memory                                                                                                                 5 

From   :  If you can .................................................  

To        :   ..............................and sinew                                ( or  ) 

From   :  I breed ........................................... 

To        :   ...................................... the last  

VII. Answer of the following questions.                                                                                    5x1=5 

40. ‘‘ Softly in the dusk, a woman is singing to me 

          Taking me back to vista of years ’’  . 

a) When is the woman singing ? 

41. ‘‘ But once with in the wood we paused  

       Like gnomes that hid us from the moon’’  

             a) How did they move in the woods ? 

42.  ‘ ‘ O ye wheels ’ 

     ``Stop be silent for to day ?  

      a) Why do the children pray like this  ? 

43.   The days of toil  

        Hammer and chisel laid aside 

a) Why did the Shilpi lay his tools aside ? 

44.   Then what gems would we see? 

           a) What are gems ? 

Answer of the following questions.                                                                                             5x1=5 

45.   To listen are we dared to look  

And in the hush we joined to make  

We heard ,we knew we heard the brook  

     Pick out the rhyming words  

46.   If you can fill he unforgiving minute  

With sixty seconds worth of distance run  

Yours is the earth and every thing on it  
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And what is more you’ll be a man , my son  

        Bring out the rhyme scheme used  

47.   But once with in the woods we paused   

         Pick out the words in alliteration 

 48.  And hymns in the cosy parlour the tinkling piano our guide  

           Identify the figure of speech employed  

49. `O ye wheels ;  

        Stop be silent to-day ! 

     The figure of speech employed in the above line is ________ 

                   a)simile             b) metaphor                  c) personification  

Answer in any one of the paragraph question.                                                                                1x5= 5 

50 . a) What are the poet’s reminiscences about his childhood days? 

       b) Describe hoe the children went on an expedition to find the brook in the woods  

       c ) What are the various  kinds of sufferings undergone by the children in the mines and factories ? 

SECTION – V  ( Language Functions : 20 Marks ) 

51.Read the passage carefully and the answer the questions given below.                               5x2= 10 

                 Mount rainier , the heart of Mt rainier national park , is the highest mountain in the state 

Washington .The broad rounded 14, 410 feet high summit has an area of about one square mile .its 

permanent ice cap and extensive snow fields give rise to about forty glaciers feeding the swift streams and 

tumbling waterfalls .Forests extend to 4500 feet .The alpine meadows between glaciers  and forests contain 

beautiful wild flowers. visitors most often explore the Nisqually Glacier .Paradise the mount can be covered  

in a week  

QUESTIONS  

a)  What is the area of the summit of MT rainier ? 

b)  Name the source of streams and  waterfalls ? 

c)  Where do we find wild flowers ? 

d)  At what height is the hotel accommodation ? 

e)  What is the circumference of the mount? 

52. Identify and correct the errors in the following sentences.                                           5x1= 5 

a) She is most cleverest girl in the class 

b) Each of the students were given chocolates  

c) Arul has returned back from England  

d) Mine is a HMT watch  

e) On saw the fire he phoned to the fire station  

53. Look at the picture and answer the following questions.                                                        5x1= 5 

                      
Questions : 

i) What is this place ? 

ii) How many people are there ? 

iii) How many women are there ? 

iv) How many shelves are seen by you ? 

v) Name your favourite book. 
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